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Math Throughout the Day

Week 3 Arrange and Describe Cubes for Numbers 1–4

Make and Describe Arrangements of Cubes
In this activity, children place 3 cubes on their workmats, 
showing the cubes in any arrangement they like. Provide 
an example so the class understands the meaning of 
arrangement. Explain that the word arrangement means 
“design,” or the way children show their cubes on the 
workmats.

Encourage children to create different arrangements and 
ask them for descriptions. Allow children to describe the 
arrangements first, and then introduce the words below if 
children do not use them.

• Are they in a row, tower, or slant?

• Are they touching or not touching? 

• Are they close or far apart?

Make the Same Arrangements of Cubes

• Let’s all make our cubes look like [Asha’s] cubes. Do you still 
have the same number of cubes? Why or why not?

Children may say they displayed their cubes in the same way 
as a classmate’s so there must be 3. To other children, the 
display will look different, so they may not be sure.

• Let’s count to check that there are still 3 cubes. Ready? 
1, 2, 3. We still have 3 cubes.

• Do our cubes just look different, or is there a different 
number of cubes?

Allow children to discuss the question; then correct any 
misconceptions expressed.

Repeat the activity with 4 cubes.

Have children look for groups of 1–4 objects 
in the classroom or outside. Encourage 
them to count the objects, saying the 
number words aloud. Children should also 
look around the classroom and find the 
numbers 1–5. For example, children may see 
numbers on a clock, on a calendar, or on a 
poster. Have children use the mathematical 
vocabulary they have learned.

number word
order
row
tower
slant

Possible Arrangements of 3 Cubes

touching 
at sides not touching 

touching 
at edges

slanttower

row
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